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Abstract

Drought affects many aspects of society and its impact is global. To this end, ren-

dering recurrent drought occurrences is a key research focus. Recently, in addition

to existing knowledge, progress in scientific advancements regarding drought have

been observed on a regional and global scale. Here, we reviewed and outlined cur-

rent and emerging scientific developments in drought, focusing on progress made

in recent years. In the human-modified world, the anthropogenic effects on

drought were dominant and drought-frequency showed a prominent increase. In

this study, we have identified the development of drought concepts, types, and

indices, and their indicators were developed as sector-specific, comprehensive, and

oriented towards multiple scales. Anthropogenic changes have enhanced hydrolog-

ical processes and affected the development of drought. Urbanization, deforesta-

tion, and related human activities have aggravated drought. Climate change has

had an exacerbating role in drought, which is expected to increase during the 21st

century. Human communities, in particular, are undertaking activities that cause

droughts; suffering from and coping with their impact. In addition, the direct and

indirect effects of drought need reconsideration. As such, the health impact of

droughts is a concern in drought-vulnerable societies and its burden on public

health is largely unknown. The need for drought recovery to aid in effective ecosys-

tem functioning in the aftermath of the drought and the development of mitigation

measures to alleviate recurrent drought is critical. Enhanced drought monitoring

and management options are required under existing environmental and socio-

economic setups in the 21st century.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Drought affects many aspects of society and its impact is global. According to the United Nations, drought is the “most
far-reaching of all-natural disasters” on Earth (United Nations, 2018). It is an assuredly fatal and disastrous hazard for
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living beings and the environment (AghaKouchak, 2015; Nicholson, 2014). The direct impacts of drought are wide rang-
ing; specifically, it jeopardizes the environment, economy, social security, agriculture, water, energy, tourism, ecosys-
tems, and basic human welfare, leading to displacement and death (AghaKouchak, Feldman, Hoerling, Huxman, &
Lund, 2015; Bachmair et al., 2016; Bond, Lake, & Arthington, 2008; Dai, 2011; Muller, 2014; Stagge, Kohn, Tallaksen, &
Stahl, 2015; Van Loon et al., 2016). Drought has affected each continent in various spatiotemporal situations (Sheffield,
Andreadis, Wood, & Lettenmaier, 2009). For example, the complex impact of drought over several years in regions such
as the Sahel and East Africa were devastating (Benson & Clay, 1998; Mao et al., 2017; Moorhead et al., 2015). As a
result, drought-related losses have been registered throughout recorded history (Mo & Lyon, 2015; Solh & van Ginkel,
2014; Van Loon, 2015).

Drought also has an indirect impact on health problems including wildfires, dust, and vector-borne disease
(Berman, Ebisu, Peng, Dominici, & Bell, 2017; Smoyer-Tomic, Klaver, Soskolne, & Spady, 2004). As public health is
driven by an aggregate of direct and indirect drought exposures, it presents a chronic environmental exposure, causing
increased stress and mental health issues. These effects exert an increased impact on human beings that have so far
been ignored. To this end, the multifaceted hydrological effects of drought require comprehensive drought-adapting
capacities to aid societal and environmental well-being.

Drought usually occurs naturally, but can be aggravated by multiple natural/climatic and anthropogenic drivers
(Below, Grover-Kopec, & Dilley, 2007; Mishra & Singh, 2010; Mukherjee, Mishra, & Trenberth, 2018; Sheffield et al.,
2014). Climate variability, anthropogenic impact, climate changes, and land-use changes, intensified by topographic
complexities accelerate intense and frequent drought events (AghaKouchak, Feldman, et al., 2015; Herrera-Estrada,
Satoh, & Sheffield, 2017; Van Loon, Gleeson, et al., 2016, Van Loon, Stahl, et al., 2016; Zhao & Dai, 2015). Drought is
often triggered by dynamic interaction between the atmosphere and land surface, which alters water fluxes such as pre-
cipitation, evaporation, and evapotranspiration over a longer duration (AghaKouchak, Feldman, et al., 2015; Pekel,
Cottam, Gorelick, & Belward, 2016; Sheffield & Wood, 2008a, 2008b; Zhao, Velicogna, & Kimball, 2017). Similarly, fre-
quent and severe droughts are observed and projected at global and regional scales for various reasons. These include
acute shortage of natural water resources, rapid population growth, concentration of people in urban areas, residence
in semi-arid regions, and globalization of food markets (AghaKouchak, Feldman, et al., 2015; Gocic & Trajkovic, 2014;
Van Loon, Gleeson, et al., 2016; Van Loon, Stahl, et al., 2016).

Development of drought involves interplay between various climate processes as well as land–atmosphere feedback
in the climate system, especially under global warming. Natural climate variabilities and increased levels of greenhouse
gases often combine to cause enhanced warming with low atmospheric humidity and cloud cover in the atmosphere
(Van Loon & Van Lanen, 2013; Van Loon, Gleeson, et al., 2016; Van Loon, Stahl, et al., 2016). This complex interplay
results in precipitation deficit and hence the development of meteorological drought over time (Herrera-Estrada et al.,
2017; Van Loon, 2015). Through nonlinear propagation mechanisms, meteorological drought further evolves to agricul-
tural and then to hydrological drought (Mukherjee et al., 2018; Van Loon, Van Huijgevoort, & Van Lanen, 2012). The
shifting of water deficits in different forms from one to another type of drought is mainly governed by climate and
catchment characteristics (Van Loon & Van Lanen, 2013). As the shifting/propagation mechanism reaches hydrological
drought, the drought becomes severe and harder to recover from within a short period of time. Hence, understanding
of drought propagation dynamics and their influencing factors are required for early drought adaptation and mitigation
measures.

Drought frequency is observed to have increased globally, although with substantial regional variation (Dai, 2011).
For example, the frequency and intensity of drought have increased over East Asia, the Mediterranean, and West
Africa, but decreased in central North America and north-west Australia since the 1950s (Dai, 2011; Hartmann et al.,
2013). Droughts have become more common, especially in the tropics and subtropics, since the 1970s (Hartmann et al.,
2013; Sheffield, Wood, & Roderick, 2012). Moreover, global warming is expected to increase by a factor of two and six
for drought occurrence and duration, respectively, by the end of the 21st century (Burke, Brown, & Christidis, 2006;
Sivakumar et al., 2014; Trenberth et al., 2014). Drought is likely to set in more quickly and intensely under the
increased heating from global warming (Trenberth et al., 2014). This trend will increase in the future as society's
demands on water and environmental services increase. Thus, there is a pressing need to improve drought prediction
and forecasting to build more plausible drought early warning, planning, and preparation systems. Records of past spa-
tial distribution and temporal evolution of drought conditions could help to achieve reliable future drought forecasting.
The increased data availability of remote sensing products, reanalysis data, and land surface models has been utilized
in drought analysis along with ground-truth gauge data (AghaKouchak, Farahmand, et al., 2015). Additionally, drought
modeling, spatiotemporal analysis, use of global and regional climate models, and land data assimilation systems based
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on future scenarios are invaluable in drought forecasting (Hao, Singh, & Xia, 2018). However, data availability, quality,
and lengths of records remain issues in drawing reliable, drought predictions on a global scale (Hartmann et al., 2013).
In addition, lack of in situ measurement networks, seasonal forecast skills, and the capacity to translate data into usable
information has hindered drought forecasting facilities, especially in non-developed countries (Pozzi et al., 2013).

Drought is an elusive phenomenon and its adaptation and mitigation are difficult (Bachmair et al., 2016). As a
result, an investigation into drought needs to be conducted to address the possible consequences of drought via various
drought alleviation strategies. In recent decades, drought mitigation and monitoring have become increasingly crucial
(Van Loon, 2015). Comprehensive involvement of stakeholders is of utmost importance for the alleviation of drought.
Regional and global collaborations are needed for more adaptation to and management over possible future droughts.
Therefore, understanding how drought is evolving could have a practical significance in ensuring food security and sus-
tainable regional development via mitigating drought effects. Drought research that focuses on the most vulnerable
regions has manifold advantages. Various studies have been undertaken to investigate different aspects of drought con-
ditions. As a result, the study results have been used by people, governments, and stakeholders for drought monitoring
and management. Advancement in understanding the behavior of drought both globally and in a specific region of
interest is also inevitable. This is important for applying new knowledge and techniques for taking drought mitigation
measures.

Various papers have reviewed drought and addressed several issues regarding drought concepts, identification, clas-
sification, and quantification (e.g., Dai, 2011; Hao & Singh, 2015; Mishra & Singh, 2010, 2011; Sheffield & Wood, 2012;
Van Loon, 2015). However, these literature reviews do not include relevant publications from the last 10 years, a period
in which drought research has developed rapidly. For example, a series of health effects associated with drought have
been identified (Berman et al., 2017; Vins, Bell, Saha, & Hess, 2015) but are not included in the earlier review papers. A
comprehensive review of drought hydrology has not been reported in recent years. The objectives of this paper are to:
(a) provide an overview of the findings of drought studies in the last decade; (b) highlight the different types, indicators,
and predictions of droughts; and (c) provide advice for future drought research. To further deliver recent information
and techniques on drought mitigation, we provide detailed illustrations by reviewing the relevant literature. While
reviewing, we consider various drought research results complemented by methods, systems, and approaches used in
the literature. In addition, drought indicators are used to clearly present the available knowledge on drought issues and
concepts.

This review paper is organized as follows: Section 1, Introduction; Section 2, Drought definitions and concepts;
Section 3, Development of drought types and indicators; Section 4, Assessment of drought in the Anthropocene;
Section 5, Drought impact of socio-environmental systems and its mitigation; and finally, Conclusions in Section 6.

2 | DROUGHT DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS

Due to a multitude of effects and aspects of drought, a universally accepted drought definition does not exist
(Esfahanian et al., 2017; Hayes, Svoboda, Wall, & Widhalm, 2011; Lloyd-Hughes, 2014). However, the scientific com-
munity has defined different types of drought based on drought classifications, characterizations, and multiple perspec-
tives (Tokarczyk, 2013).

The simple definition of drought is a deficit of water compared with normal conditions (Sheffield & Wood, 2012).
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2007), drought is defined in general terms as a “pro-
longed absence or marked deficiency of precipitation,” a “deficiency of precipitation that results in a water shortage for
some activity or for some group,” or a “period of abnormally dry weather sufficiently prolonged for the lack of precipita-
tion to cause a serious hydrological imbalance.” The shortage of natural availability of water can be in the atmosphere,
which is usually expressed as precipitation; in the land, indicated as soil moisture; at river streams, explained as flowing
water; or in the subsurface, explained as groundwater. A social drought is often caused due to an imbalance between
the society's supply of and demand for water (Calow, MacDonald, Nicol, & Robins, 2010; Hao & Singh, 2015). Water
shortages can also occur in reservoirs, lakes, and groundwater levels, which may lead to increased competition for
water (Seneviratne et al., 2012).

Drought is a multivariate/multiscalar event, so it has to be defined using various statistical techniques, such as dif-
ferent indices, mean, median, and percentiles on spatiotemporal scales (Mishra & Singh, 2010). Moreover, drought is
usually characterized by its duration, magnitude, intensity, and spatial extent (Hao & Singh, 2015; Mishra & Singh,
2011), which is essential for spatiotemporal drought analysis. Drought is thus described mostly by hydro-meteorological
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variables called drought indicators, which are often used to derive drought indices (Bachmair et al., 2016). For example,
the likelihood of drought has been discussed based on the existence of one or more of the following factors: late onset,
erratic distribution, and early cessation of rainfall; prevailing hot surface temperatures; higher dry winds; and low rela-
tive humidity (Hao & Singh, 2015).

In the Anthropocene, a new definition of drought was introduced based on the causes of drought, including the fol-
lowing three concepts: (a) climate-induced drought, caused by climate variability; (b) human-induced drought, caused
by human influence on the water cycle; and (c) human-modified drought, caused by a combination of climate variabil-
ity and human influence on the water cycle (Van Loon, Stahl, et al., 2016).

Drought should not be confused with aridity, low flow, water scarcity, or desertification, which is common in the
arid and semi-arid regions worldwide. Low flows are associated with low river discharge often characterized by annual
minimum flow series (Van Loon & Laaha, 2015). Sometimes drought and aridity are perceived to have the same mean-
ing, even though they do not. Indeed, although drought and aridity both indicate water deficiency, aridity is a constant
and relatively permanent climatic feature while drought exhibits temporary behavior (NISDR, 2009). The concept of
water scarcity is also different from drought, as the former is related to water supply shortage due to anthropogenic
influences on the water system (Seneviratne et al., 2012). Desertification is used to denote dry climate or land dryness
as a result of extended dry periods, which results in losing water bodies, vegetation, and wildlife (Kassas, 1987; Kéfi
et al., 2007). Usually, drought aggravates desertification (Kassas, 1987). Drought does not only occur during a period
that is relatively dry, but also during water shortages in a given climate condition (Tallaksen & Van Lanen, 2004). Based
on the illustrations briefed so far, drought by itself constitutes a science. Hence, the concepts of drought have wide-
spread phenomenal aspects. As a result, contemporary studies use the term “drought hydrology” in the scientific
community.

3 | DEVELOPMENT OF DROUGHT TYPES AND INDICATORS

3.1 | Conceptual framework on drought types and indicators

The study of drought has shown multidirectional development. The cause–impact–resilience of drought takes place
on the environment, aggravated by anthropogenic effects (Figure 1). Although the natural/climate variability and
anthropogenic effects are the main driving forces behind drought occurrence, society's impact on the environment
has shown a greater role in the recurrence of drought in the human-modified world. Society and the environment
have a role throughout the process, underlying the interlinkages and interactions between various drought condi-
tions. The way drought is characterized is also shown to include relevant variables from different perspectives.
Figure 2 illustrates the conceptual diagram of the existing and new developments related to drought. Drought types
have become sector-specific, while drought indices showed multiscalar and integrated development. Drought also
has different impacts on various sectors, including agriculture, water resources, and human health. Meanwhile,
drought monitoring and management, such as drought mitigation and recovery, has resilient power. Real-time
drought forecasting complemented by higher resolution datasets facilitates better preparedness for an early warning
of drought. Generally, new developments and/or changes of droughts are highly influenced by human actions on the
environment.

3.2 | Types of drought and indicators

Different types of drought were derived as a result of various hydro-meteorological variables, commonly called drought
indicators or indices (Bachmair et al., 2016). As a result, droughts have been categorized based on various characteris-
tics, from which the drought type is derived. Van Loon (2015) discussed hydrological droughts from water shortages in
rivers, lakes, and groundwater and their development and recovery focused more on drought indicators with a wider
consideration of the environment and society. Considering these works, our paper provides a review in order to
broaden the understanding of new and existing changes or developments in various areas related to drought.

The most common types of drought are meteorological, agricultural, and hydrological. These are the general types
from which other emerging drought types such as socio-economic, ecological, groundwater, and stream health droughts
are developed. Strong links between meteorological, hydrological, and agricultural droughts are found by studying the
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various aspects of drought characteristics. Hence, a separate and integrated assessment of these drought types would be
of paramount importance globally.

3.2.1 | Meteorological drought

Meteorological/climatological drought (or precipitation deficit) is a period ranging from months to years of below-
normal rainfall, accompanied by above-normal temperatures (Lyon et al., 2012). A meteorological drought occurs due
to multiple climatic causes. It is also associated with weather systems (such as high-pressure systems) and climate feed-
backs that result in minimal precipitation (Bergman, Ropelewski, & Halpert, 1986; Karl & Young, 1987; Wei
et al., 2019).

Meteorological drought is mainly quantified by precipitation deficit, measured by drought indices such as the stan-
dardized precipitation index (SPI) and standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI; Vicente-Serrano,
Beguería, & López-Moreno, 2010). The World Meteorological Organization recommended the use of the SPI to national
meteorological and hydrological agencies for the determination of meteorological drought events (Hayes et al., 2011;
Hayes, Svoboda, Wardlow, Anderson, & Kogan, 2012; Sheffield et al., 2014; Yoon, Mo, & Wood, 2012). Hence, the SPI
has been routinely used to classify meteorological drought by national and international forecast centers and authorities
(Yoon et al., 2012). Similarly, the SPEI is used to monitor meteorological drought by considering the water balance in
the hydrological cycle (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010). SPEI has the advantage of combining multiscalar character with
the capacity to include the effects of temperature variability in drought assessment (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010). The
SPI and SPEI range from extremely dry to extremely wet, with zero as the boundary between wet and dry conditions
(Zhu, Wang, Singh, & Liu, 2016).

As meteorological data are easily measured, in situ meteorological station data are widely used to establish drought
indices for drought monitoring. Hence, meteorological drought prediction is commonly performed based on a medium-
to long-range climate forecast on precipitation using a variety of statistical methods (Yoon et al., 2012). Seasonal fore-
casts for meteorological drought are usually made for between 3 and 6 months depending on the season, location, and
precipitation data (Mo & Lyon, 2015). The monthly or seasonal drought forecast is useful for drought mitigation, agri-
cultural planning, and management.

3.2.2 | Hydrological drought

Another important drought category is hydrological drought, which occurs when river streamflow and long-term sur-
face and sub-surface water resources decline from their long-term average levels (Tallaksen & Van Lanen, 2004;
Tokarczyk, 2013; Van Loon & Laaha, 2015). Streamflow, the hydrological variable, is commonly used to measure the
occurrence and impact of hydrological drought. The hydrological drought is determined by mean annual precipitation
deficit and catchment elevation governed by the climate control system (Van Loon & Laaha, 2015). Hence, hydrological
drought can be defined as a lack of water in the hydrological system, manifested in abnormally low streamflow in riv-
ers, lakes, and reservoirs (Tallaksen & Van Lanen, 2004; Tokarczyk, 2013; Van Loon, 2015). Moreover, a hydrological
drought could cover extensive areas and last for months to years (Sheffield et al., 2012).

Efficient consideration of meteorological drought is vital to studying the immediate occurrence and development of
hydrological drought happening over a specific area. The available literature on hydrological drought reveals the multi-
tude of processes underlying its development and recovery in the hydrological system (Schwalm et al., 2017; Tokarczyk,
2013; Van Loon, 2015). The occurrence of hydrological drought is complex, involving atmospheric processes and their
variabilities, catchment characteristics, and terrestrial hydrological system variations (Zhao et al., 2017). Hydrological
drought severity is mainly explained by climate and catchment characteristics (Van Loon & Laaha, 2015). The former
indicates that a lack of precipitation directly causes meteorological drought, and the latter denotes the catchment's
inability to catch and store the water (Tallaksen & Van Lanen, 2004). Both help us to understand how hydrological
drought persists in the hydrological system through propagating into extensive areas along with their drainage net-
works. Thus, hydrological drought duration and severity are governed by a combination of climate and catchment con-
trol (Van Loon & Laaha, 2015). Hydrological drought is preceded by atmospheric/meteorological drought conditions
and is associated with “drought propagation” (Tallaksen & Van Lanen, 2004; Tokarczyk, 2013), denoting the change of
the drought signal as meteorological drought moves through the terrestrial part of the hydrological cycle (Van Loon
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et al., 2012; Van Loon & Laaha, 2015). This propagation feature is controlled by catchment characteristics and the cli-
mate system of the area of investigation (Grayson & Bloschl, 2001; van Lanen, Fendeková, Kupczyk, Kasprzyk, &
Pokojski, 2004). Moreover, the spatial pattern of the hydrological drought is patchy as it is dependent on local catch-
ment characteristics and underlying terrestrial hydrological processes (Grayson & Bloschl, 2001). Hence, the spatial var-
iation of hydrological drought (duration and severity) is highly dependent on terrestrial hydrological processes. In line
with this, Huang et al. (2017) found that the propagation time from meteorological to hydrological drought has seasonal
characteristics.

3.2.3 | Agricultural drought

Agricultural/vegetative/soil moisture drought is the prevalence of dry soils, as a result of below-average precipitation
and/or above-normal evaporation (Tallaksen & Van Lanen, 2004). Agricultural drought, in short, is the lack of moisture
in the soil profile or plant root zone. Soil moisture is depleted when lack of rainfall, evapotranspiration/evaporation,
groundwater drainage, and stream runoffs persist (Van Loon, 2015). If agricultural drought lasts for many years, it
creates a devastating effect on livelihoods dependent on agriculture (Muller, 2014).

Among the drought types, agricultural drought is most easily detected, as it has a direct and clear association with
the limited growth or failure of crops due to a shortage of rainfall/water in a specific area. To quantify agricultural
drought, soil moisture content (mostly in the root zone) is usually used as the main input variable (Mao et al., 2017). It
has a direct impact on reducing crop production and plant growth if the soil is not in a state of field capacity. Soil mois-
ture plays a crucial role in the water supply to crops during non-rainfall periods (Sheffield et al., 2009; Zhao et al.,
2017), and is a vital hydrological variable with respect to understanding agricultural drought via various complemen-
tary drought components (Mao et al., 2017). Similarly, soil moisture is a comprehensively used variable in various cli-
mate, vegetation, and soil property studies (Kim, 2010; Wu & Kinter, 2009). However, application of a drought index
based on soil moisture is often limited as the moisture content is observed very sparsely either in situ or via remote
sensing. An effective index for agricultural drought is required to describe the process of drought initiation, develop-
ment, and alleviation. Moreover, integrating the distributed hydrological models and appropriate drought indices is also
vital in monitoring and early warning of agricultural drought events (Pozzi et al., 2013).

For data-poor or non-data regions, soil moisture can be simulated by hydro-climatological models from remote sens-
ing products (AghaKouchak, Farahmand, et al., 2015; Mao et al., 2017). Applications of remotely sensed data are
becoming popular for quantifying soil moisture, thereby quantifying agricultural drought. Remote sensing data are an
alternative to in situ soil moisture data on large scales due to the improved spatial coverage, and the method is consid-
ered fast and economical (Scaini, Sánchez, Vicente-Serrano, & Martínez-Fernández, 2015; AghaKouchak, Farahmand,
et al., 2015). With the development of satellite remote sensing technology, relevant drought studies have been carried
out using remote sensing data (e.g., soil moisture, precipitation, and temperature). Satellite-based soil moisture projects
include the Scatterometer (Wagner et al., 2013), the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity satellite (Kerr et al., 2001), and
the Climate Change Initiative soil moisture project (Hollmann et al., 2013). The Soil Moisture Anomaly Percentage
Index (SMAPI) was established for agriculture drought identification and for investigation of drought spatiotemporal
characteristics (Mao et al., 2017). The SMAPI plays an important role in recommending crop water supply and is a key
factor in the rapid assessment of agricultural drought events.

Remote sensing data, however, can only provide soil moisture data in the thin upper layers due to the influence of
vegetation and other factors (AghaKouchak, Farahmand, et al., 2015; Wu, Lu, Wen, & Lin, 2011). The soil moisture pro-
file is important for understanding agricultural drought, as a significant amount of water approaches plant roots
through the capillary rise. Distributed hydrological models provide soil moisture at both the surface layer and in deep
soil, and thus are becoming an effective tool to study agriculture drought occurrences and intensity at different spatial
and temporal scales. For example, through remote sensing techniques, Mao et al. (2017) quantified agricultural drought
by applying a semi-distributed macro-scale hydrological model: the Variable Infiltration Capacity. The model simulates
soil moisture so that the drought index can be established for drought assessment (Sheffield et al., 2014; Wang
et al., 2018).
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3.3 | Emerging types of drought and indicators

3.3.1 | Socio-economic drought

Beyond the commonly known drought types, socio-economic drought (Mishra & Singh, 2010; Shi, Chen, Wang, & Niu,
2018) is a newly recognized drought type, which is associated with supply and demand of water to a society (Mishra &
Singh, 2010). This type of drought occurs when the supply of water is too limited to fulfill the demand, usually caused
by the impacts of agricultural, hydrological and meteorological droughts (Van Loon, 2015). Shi et al. (2018) propose a
new heuristic method and a new index, the socio-economic drought index, to identify and evaluate socio-economic
drought events of different severity levels (i.e., slight, moderate, severe, and extreme) in the context of climate change.

3.3.2 | Flash drought

Flash droughts are short term, rapidly evolving drought events during crop growing seasons, occurring simultaneously
with unusually high temperature (Yuan, Ma, Pan, & Shi, 2015). These droughts can be characterized by a rapidly devel-
oping drought event with extreme heat, low soil moisture, and high evapotranspiration (Ford, McRoberts, Quiring, &
Hall, 2015; Mo & Lettenmaier, 2015; Yuan et al., 2015). Flash droughts occur concurrently with strong heatwaves that
exacerbate drought conditions, and vice versa (Wang, Yuan, Xie, Wu, & Li, 2016). Moreover, flash droughts have rapid
onsets, unusual intensity, and devastating impacts on crop yields and water supply (Wang et al., 2016). For example,
during the 2012 Central US flash drought, high temperatures and depletion of soil moisture rates caused severe damage
to crops, with huge economic losses. In China, flash droughts increased by 109% from 1979 to 2010 mainly due to long-
term warming of temperatures, increasing evapotranspiration, and decreasing soil moisture (Wang et al., 2016).

Flash droughts have specially defined characteristics compared to traditional types of drought. Unlike in conven-
tional droughts, high evapotranspiration rates, caused by anomalously high temperatures, winds, and incoming radia-
tion are usually present before the onset of flash droughts (Chen et al., 2019). Otkin et al. (2018) suggested that more
focus should be given to the rate of intensification than to duration, as a flash drought develops at an unusually rapid
rate of intensification compared to other drought types. Specifically, flash droughts fall within the category of agricul-
tural drought as they have a direct link to soil moisture variations. As a result, soil moisture observations have been
consistently used for identifying the rapid onset of flash droughts (Ford et al., 2015).

Two types of flash drought with different nomenclatures exist (Mo & Lettenmaier, 2016; Wang & Yuan, 2018;
Zhang, Tang, Liu, Leng, & Li, 2017; Zhang, You, Chen, & Li, 2017). Wang and Yuan (2018) investigated high-tempera-
ture-driven (Type I) and water-deficit-driven (Type II) flash drought types over China. Similarly defined heatwave flash
droughts (e.g., 2012 Central US flash drought) as having high temperatures with rapidly decreasing soil moisture, due
to increased evapotranspiration, with soil moisture in deficit at the onset of the drought event. The second type of flash
drought is precipitation-deficit flash drought, caused by precipitation deficits which in turn cause evapotranspiration to
decrease and temperature to increase (Mo & Lettenmaier, 2016). Type I flash droughts occur when increased tempera-
ture causes the evapotranspiration to increase and soil moisture to decrease before onset, whereas an intensified soil
moisture deficit, decreased evapotranspiration, and increase in temperature occurs before the onset of Type II droughts
(Wang & Yuan, 2018). Type I occurs over southern China, where moisture supply is sufficient, whereas Type II occurs
over the semi-arid regions of northern China, with soil moisture deficit (Wang & Yuan, 2018; Zhang, Tang, et al., 2017;
Zhang, You, et al., 2017). In the US, heatwave flash drought events last only for 1–2 pentads, while precipitation-deficit
flash droughts can reach values greater than three pentads (Mo & Lettenmaier, 2015). In contrast, in China, Type I flash
droughts vary from 5 to 8 pentads, while Type II reach up to 4 pentads (Wang & Yuan, 2018).

The simultaneous occurrence of warm temperature and droughts has increased globally in the context of climate
change. These lead to an accelerated drying trend of soil moisture and increased evapotranspiration, which leads to
increased flash droughts especially during warming hiatus (Wang et al., 2016). In addition, anthropogenic warming
increases the probability of concurring warm or dry conditions impacting human and natural ecosystems, as observed
in the 2012–2014 California drought (Diffenbaugh, Swain, & Touma, 2015). In China, anthropogenic warming may
exacerbate future flash drought conditions, most likely over humid and semi-humid regions such as southern and
north-eastern China (Wang et al., 2016; Zhang, Tang, et al., 2017; Zhang, You, et al., 2017). Moreover, in South Africa,
flash droughts have tripled due to anthropogenic climate change over the last 60 years and were intensified during the
2015–2016 heatwaves (Yuan et al., 2018). These suggest that human activities have increased the probability of warm
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climates under the conditions of low-precipitation years (Diffenbaugh et al., 2015). To capture the rapid onset of flash
droughts substantiated by anthropogenic activities, it is necessary to generate drought intensification forecasts by devel-
oping better forecasting techniques and improvements to climate models (Otkin et al., 2018). Hence, for early warning
systems suitable for the rapidly evolving nature of flash droughts, in situ soil moisture observations are an important
source of information in detecting flash drought events (Ford et al., 2015).

3.3.3 | Groundwater drought

Another very important, but often overlooked, drought type is groundwater drought (Van Lanen & Peters, 2000).
Groundwater drought occurs when droughts impact groundwater systems such as groundwater recharge, groundwater
levels, and groundwater discharge, and cause them to decrease over a period of months to years (Van Lanen & Peters,
2000). Lack of precipitation is the main cause of this drought, because rainfall deficit usually leads to decreased ground-
water recharge aggravated by groundwater abstractions for irrigation, domestic, and industrial uses and its overex-
ploitation (Mishra & Singh, 2010). Groundwater drought happens when a clear decrease of groundwater level occurs
over an area (Eltahir & Yeh, 1999). Groundwater drought is not a common phenomenon, but when it happens, it often
shows long periods of below-normal groundwater levels and is very unlikely to recover quickly (Schwalm et al., 2017;
Van Loon & Laaha, 2015).

3.3.4 | Stream health and ecological drought types

Stream health drought (Esfahanian et al., 2016), defined as a period of time where streamflow deficiency causes irre-
versible impacts on aquatic/riverine ecosystems, is another important drought type. Monitoring of this drought type
uses index flow, stream size, and stream temperature to capture information on the vulnerability of fish to drought.

Moreover, Crausbay et al. (2017) proposed ecological drought, which helps to understand how drought affects eco-
systems and the benefits they provide to society. This new drought type integrates the ecological, climatic, hydrological,
socio-economic, and cultural dimensions of drought. Ecological drought is defined as an episodic deficit in water avail-
ability that drives ecosystems beyond thresholds of vulnerability, impacts ecosystem services, and triggers feedbacks in
natural and/or human systems (Crausbay et al., 2017). Ecological drought is useful for fully addressing the ecological
dimensions of drought behavior.

3.4 | Drought indices and their development

To better monitor and quantify drought, various drought indices have been developed. At present, more than
150 drought indices exist (Berman et al., 2017; Heim, 2002; Mishra & Singh, 2010). These indices have been developed
as a function of various hydro-meteorological variables explained as drought indicators. These variables include rainfall,
surface air temperature, soil moisture, evapotranspiration, river flow, and groundwater levels. A drought index usually
measures a departure of the drought variable from the normal condition of the water/moisture levels. Examples of
drought indices are the SPI (McKee, Doesken, & Kleist, 1993), SPEI (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010), Palmer Drought
Severity Index (PDSI; Palmer, 1965), Surface Water Supply Index, Reconnaissance Drought Index (Tsakiris & Vangelis,
2005), and Copula-based Joint Deficit Index (Kao & Govindaraju, 2010). Other examples include the Rainfall Anomaly
Index (Van Rooy, 1965), Deciles, Crop Moisture Index (Palmer, 1968), National Rainfall Index (Gommes & Petrassi,
1994), and Reclamation Drought Index (Weghorst, 1996). Moreover, the Soil Moisture Drought Index (SMDI; Hollinger,
Isard, & Welford, 1993), Crop-Specific Drought Index (Meyer & Hubbard, 1995), and Vegetation Condition Index
(Liu & Kogan, 1996) can also be mentioned among others. Different reviews are made for these indices, which include
descriptions of their drawbacks and strengths (e.g., Hao & Singh, 2015; Heim, 2002).

The performances of different drought indices correspond to the predefined drought types and spatial locations. For
example, the Rainfall Deciles, Computed Soil Moisture, and Total Water Deficit drought indices showed the best perfor-
mance among the meteorological, agricultural, and hydrological drought indices, respectively, in the United States
(Keyantash & Dracup, 2002). Developments in drought indices are also evolving from using univariate to multivariate
variables by applying in situ measurements, land surface simulations, and remote sensing products (AghaKouchak,
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Farahmand, et al., 2015; Hao & Singh, 2015). These have been witnessed to help policymakers in operational drought
planning, preparedness, and mitigation efforts (Steinemann, Hayes, & Cavalcanti, 2005).

Drought indices are categorized as standardized or threshold-based indices (Van Loon, 2015). The standardized indi-
ces represent anomalies from a normal situation in a standardized way. These indices measure the departure of the
water levels from normal conditions of the hydro-meteorological variables from each index (Dai, 2011). Examples are
the SPI, PDSI, Standardized Groundwater-Level Index, SMDI (Palmer Z-Index), and Palmer Hydrological Drought
Index. For the threshold-based indices, however, the drought characteristics are derived from time series of observed or
simulated values of the hydro-meteorological variables using a pre-defined threshold level (Fleig, Tallaksen, Hisdal, &
Demuth, 2006). This threshold level is considered with the drought-impacted sectors/systems (Van Loon & Laaha,
2015), for example, irrigation water requirements, drinking water supply, reservoir operation levels, or environmental
flows to support stream ecology. Both the standardized indices and threshold-based indices analyze the drought catego-
ries, that is, meteorological, agricultural, and hydrological or other drought types, at different spatiotemporal scales.

For computation, drought indices use an individual indicator variable or combinations of many drought variables.
To calculate drought indices, use of undisturbed, good-quality observational data is crucial. To compute the indices,
data on the drought variables are obtained either from ground measurements or from satellites. Observational data
sources such as meteorological stations, discharge gauging stations, groundwater wells, grid-based reanalysis data, and
satellite data are useful (Van Loon, 2015). However, data records are often not adequate because some variables are
missing, the data quality is poor, or some observations have been influenced by human activities (Van Loon, 2015). For
instance, some reanalysis precipitation datasets showed uncertainties in depicting drought based on its severity, spatial
pattern, and temporal persistence (Zhan, Guan, Sheffield, & Wood, 2016). Under such circumstances, it is preferable to
use an ensemble of large-scale, physically based models and land surface models such as from the Water Model
Intercomparison Project (Haddeland et al., 2011; Van Loon et al., 2012). Multiple data sources, such as satellite remote
sensing products, are very useful for comprehensive drought characterizations using drought indices (AghaKouchak,
Farahmand, et al., 2015). More advancements in drought indices involve incorporating remote sensing data assumed to
understand the drought conditions in remote areas where observed data are scarce. Satellite remote sensing datasets
provide high spatial resolution and real-time inland forecasts of the water cycle components (Tang et al., 2016; Tang,
Gao, Lu, & Lettenmaier, 2009), and thus are preferable in regions where in situ observations are limited
(AghaKouchak, Farahmand, et al., 2015; Sheffield et al., 2014). However, satellite data sources and newly developed
drought indices require validation. Usually, validation of drought indices using ground-truth data is challenging, espe-
cially in remote areas where the drought mechanisms are lacking. Hence, drought indices validation uses comparison
with well-accepted drought indices such as SPI or PDSI (Hao & Singh, 2015). Another drought index validation tech-
nique is to use past and current drought events for qualitative comparison.

Drought indices are still in development. Niemeyer (2008) suggested different categories of drought indices, named
comprehensive, combined, and remote sensing, due to continuing developments in drought hydrology. Esfahanian
et al. (2017) have developed a new combined drought index called the Comprehensive Drought Index (MASH) using
meteorological, agricultural, stream health, and hydrological aspects of drought. In the MASH index, precipitation,
streamflow, and evapotranspiration are the most influential variables from the hydrological, meteorological, and agri-
cultural drought categories. Modifications to existing drought indices have also been made for better monitoring of
drought events via mitigation and early warning (Bachmair et al., 2016; Pozzi et al., 2013). For example, Zhang et al.
(2018) proposed a modified version of the Multivariate Standardized Drought Index (MSDI), that is, the Modified Multi-
variate Standardized Drought Index (MMSDI), based on precipitation, evapotranspiration, and soil moisture data.
Results indicated that the MMSDI detected observed droughts in terms of drought intensity and drought-affected area,
but the SPEI and Standardized Soil Moisture Index failed to do so. Moreover, the non-parametric multivariate, multi-
index drought monitoring frameworks are becoming highly accepted in drought monitoring and management (Hao &
AghaKouchak, 2014; Zhang et al., 2018). Nonetheless, further understanding and development of drought indices are
vital for effective control of drought impacts. This would be beneficial in improving the scientific understanding of the
drought phenomenon, its causes, impacts, and changes in time and space (Van Loon, 2015). Even though dozens of
drought indices are available in each drought category, no single index is universally accepted among the existing indi-
ces (Hayes et al., 2011). Therefore, efforts should be exerted to find a consensus and formulate a unique, all-inclusive,
universally accepted drought index.

In recent decades, public health issues associated with drought has gained more attention, although there is no
index designed for this purpose (Berman et al., 2017; Smoyer-Tomic et al., 2004). A new drought index is needed
urgently to capture the public health aspects affected by drought. This would solve challenges in the estimation of
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human exposure to drought and its health effects and benefit the policymakers and society for better drought early
warning and alleviation.

4 | ASSESSMENT OF DROUGHT IN THE ANTHROPOCENE

4.1 | Drought characterization

Drought characterization is critical to understanding past and future drought, and for putting forward possible mea-
sures for its mitigation. Drought characterization is often achieved either by various parameters used in hydrological
and climatological studies, or a combination thereof. For drought characterization/identification, threshold values of
various statistical parameters, that is, drought characterizing factors, are useful (Figure 3). In drought characterization,
drought indices work mainly alongside the drought characterizing factors. According to Dai (2011), drought can be
characterized by its intensity, timing, duration, and/or spatial extent/coverage. Beyond the duration and severity
(or intensity), a drought magnitude is added as a factor for drought characterization (Mishra & Singh, 2010). In addi-
tion, Schwalm et al. (2017) defined drought events, which could help in characterizing drought. Drought events are
defined using a multiscalar drought metric in which a more negative value for a specific drought index indicates more
severe drought relative to average long-term conditions. A drought event begins when a specific drought index is less
than −1 for at least three consecutive months and ends when it becomes greater than −1 (Schwalm et al., 2017).
According to Mishra and Singh (2010), drought duration is the occurrence of a drought parameter continuously below
the critical level expressed in terms of years/months/weeks. Drought duration is associated with the length of time the
drought has occurred for, which may be several months to a few years or beyond. It usually indicates a cumulative defi-
ciency of a drought parameter below the critical level. Similarly, drought intensity is the average value of a drought
parameter below the critical level, measured as a drought severity per its duration. Intensity is the individual or com-
munal severity level of precipitation, soil moisture, or water storage deficit. Drought intensity is also expressed by the
number of standard deviations from the long-term mean (Van Loon & Laaha, 2015). In addition, drought frequency
(how often a drought occurs) and drought severity (the strength of a drought) are important in characterizing a drought
event, as both have a direct relation to its impacts (Hayes et al., 2011). Drought magnitude is another characteristic
parameter, which indicates the positive sum of the drought index (e.g., SPI, PDSI) for all the months within a drought
event (Morid, Smakhtin, & Moghaddasi, 2006).

Beyond the above methods, understanding past drought events are of paramount importance for real drought char-
acterization. Critical observation of tree rings (Woodhouse & Overpeck, 1998), sediments, and rocks (Mishra & Singh,
2010) in association with their climatic climax is useful for understanding and characterizing historical drought events.
Moreover, the association of drought with atmospheric circulation patterns via atmospheric teleconnections is helpful
for understanding the variability of oceanic and atmospheric parameters and their impacts for drought occurrences
(Mishra & Singh, 2010). Beyond lake sediment analysis and tree-ring chronologies, the written and oral histories and
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past records of global climate change models are important for characterizing drought (Masih, Maskey, Mussá, &
Trambauer, 2014).

4.2 | Drought forecasting/prediction

Drought has been recognized as one of the most widespread and expensive of natural disasters (Crausbay et al., 2017;
Sheffield et al., 2012; Stagge et al., 2015) that requires precautionary actions. When drought occurs, huge losses of
socio-economic resources occur due to lack of timely response strategies via accurate drought early warning informa-
tion (Zhang, Tang, et al., 2017; Zhang, You, et al., 2017). Accurate forecasting of drought and its characteristics are
needed to provide timely information to policymakers, water managers, and the general public (Van Loon, 2015). In
addition, accurate forecasting of drought helps to improve the readiness of drought risk management, prevention, and
mitigation measures (Hao et al., 2018). For drought early warning, planning, and preparation, real-time accurate track-
ing and predicting of the evolution of drought before it has occurred is necessary. This relies on drought forecast skills
based on knowledge of initial conditions such as soil moisture, groundwater, and ocean–atmosphere teleconnection
(e.g., El Niño/Southern Oscillation) (Zhang, Tang, et al., 2017; Zhang, You, et al., 2017). Decision support systems for
drought forecasting are also emerging as useful tools in terms of issuing early warnings, assessing risk, and taking pre-
cautionary measures. As different factors exert direct and indirect influences on the occurrence of drought events, quan-
tification and prediction of drought is challenging (DeChant & Moradkhani, 2015; Tang et al., 2009, 2016; Touma,
Ashfaq, Nayak, Kao, & Diffenbaugh, 2015). Hence, drought forecasting is often interlinked with decision support sys-
tems for the implementers and users on the ground.

Over the past few decades, significant improvements have been made in drought forecasting (Mishra & Singh,
2011). Advancements in hydrological models provide a promising basis for near-future nowcasts and seasonal forecasts
via real-time monitoring. Drought is usually predicted on the basis of monthly or seasonal forecasts using climatic vari-
ables. Statistical, dynamical, and hybrid methods are commonly employed for drought prediction (Hao et al., 2018).
Hence, probabilistic drought forecasting events, spatiotemporal analysis, use of global and regional climate models, and
land data assimilation systems based on existing and future scenarios have been developed and used for forecasting and
monitoring of drought (Hao et al., 2018).

Lessons from past hydroclimatic patterns are vital, as future drought occurrences are difficult to predict with cer-
tainty (Cumani & Rojas, 2016). Hence, it is necessary to consider previous drought information to forecast the occur-
rence of drought in the future. Documentary evidence and historical documents provide valuable information on the
direct and indirect impacts of drought on society, and societal responses to the environmental stresses (Brázdil, Kiss,
Luterbacher, Nash, & Řezníčková, 2018).

Apart from in developed countries like the United States, drought forecasting poses challenges due to the lack of in
situ measurement networks, seasonal forecast skills, and capacity to translate data into usable information (Pozzi et al.,
2013). As a result, improvement in the seasonal forecasting of drought is a prerequisite for adequate operational water
management (e.g., reservoir operation or irrigation abstractions) and other sectors.

4.3 | Drought in the human-modified world

In the human-modified world, that is, Anthropocene (Van Loon, Gleeson, et al., 2016), human influences on drought
have increased (AghaKouchak, Feldman, et al., 2015; Van Loon, Gleeson, et al., 2016; Van Loon, Stahl, et al., 2016).
The potential feedbacks between drought and society need to be included due to the human role in mitigating or
enhancing drought. Anthropogenic changes in land surface alter hydrological processes and affect the development of
drought (Van Loon, Gleeson, et al., 2016).

The 2014–2017 drought in Brazil can be regarded as a human-modified drought that resulted from deforestation,
urbanization, reservoir construction, and climate variations (Van Loon, Gleeson, et al., 2016, Van Loon, Stahl, et al.,
2016). Moreover, the recent severe droughts experienced in California, China, Spain, and Australia are associated with
human-dominated environments (i.e., water stress as a result of urbanization, greenhouse gas emissions, and food and
energy production) (AghaKouchak, Feldman, et al., 2015; Van Loon, Stahl, et al., 2016). These results indicate that the
role of human activities is an integral part of drought to consider.
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Growing water demand in large cities and agricultural areas have posed profound challenges to human water con-
sumption in the Anthropocene (Wan et al., 2017). In the 21st century, droughts have been increasingly exacerbated by
human demand for water (Crausbay et al., 2017). Water extraction in urban and irrigation areas intensifies future
droughts and may lead to large catastrophes for society and the environment. In addition, human beings are drought
victims driven by the complex interactions between natural and anthropogenic processes (Van Loon, Gleeson, et al.,
2016). Human activities are responsible for causing drought, and human beings suffer from its impact and in coping
with it. Different strategies need to be designed to achieve water sustainability, such as a reduction in water demand,
water pricing policies, water use restrictions, increasing the efficiency of water used, and reuse (Wan et al., 2017).

In addition to natural climate variability, the increased human influences on the environment are leading to more
intensified drought events (Haile et al., 2019; Jaeger et al., 2019; Margariti, Rangecroft, Parry, Wendt, & Van Loon,
2019). Marvel et al. (2019) provided historical evidence of human influences in global droughts since the early 20th cen-
tury (1900–2005). This first-of-its-kind study found “fingerprints” confirming the connection between climate change
and droughts globally. This linked trends in global drought patterns to human activities, revealing that anthropogenic
actions could continue to influence droughts in the context of climate change (Marvel et al., 2019; Samaniego et al.,
2018). For instance, Samaniego et al., 2018 revealed that anthropogenic warming is exacerbating soil moisture droughts
in Europe. Anthropogenic climate change has altered the European river and streamflow discharges, suggesting
increased water scarcity in renewable freshwater resources (Gudmundsson, Seneviratne, & Zhang, 2017). Similarly,
anthropogenic activities have increased drought termination phases in the Anthropocene, leading to further conse-
quences of drought impacts (Margariti et al., 2019). Specifically, in California, the severe 2011–2015 drought affected
ozone air quality by potentially altering the ozone-forming organic reactivities, which showed a decrease by more than
50%, and influenced ozone air pollution (Demetillo et al., 2019). Compared to the 1.5 K Paris target, an increase of 3 K
increases the drought area by 40%, affecting up to 42% of the European population (Samaniego et al., 2018). In addition,
the historical American southwest multidecadal “megadroughts” have become a notable climatic feature for which
Steiger et al. (2019) provided the first comprehensive theory, suggesting the first paleoclimatic evidence that the “mega-
droughts” were likely to increase with global warming. In the absence of effective mitigation, anthropogenic warming
is anticipated to face an unprecedented increase in drought events in the future (Samaniego et al., 2018). Under com-
plex human–natural systems, drought management needs efficient policies effective at conserving water to mitigate
water shortages, provided the timing and location of conservation and shortages are matched (Jaeger et al., 2019).
Hence, human influence on drought is likely to continue verifying the accuracy of climate models that could provide
better drought predictions, which are important for decision-makers and society.

To accommodate the influences of anthropogenic activities during the Anthropocene, different methods have been
used to analyze droughts. The use of historical meteorological datasets, such as rain and temperature measurements as
well as satellite-based soil moisture datasets, have been increasingly applied recently (Marvel et al., 2019; Samaniego
et al., 2018). Similarly, tree rings, sediments and rocks, vapor pressure deficit data, remotely sensed vegetation green-
ness, and higher resolution models are the main methods used to analyze/predict droughts (Anderegg et al., 2015; Mis-
hra & Singh, 2010; Stocker et al., 2018, 2019; Xiao et al., 2009). A more robust benchmark decadal forecast skill by an
elasticity framework can also be used to predict the global terrestrial water storage variabilities that are useful for
understanding the status of a drought (Zhu, Yuan, & Wood, 2019).

4.4 | Climate change impacts and projection of future drought

There is a rising risk of drought in the 21st century (Crausbay et al., 2017). It is believed that droughts are expected to
increase in frequency, severity, and duration in the future (Seneviratne et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2018). Climate change
is blamed for the increased drought via decreased regional precipitation and increased evapotranspiration (Dai, 2011;
Sheffield & Wood, 2008a, 2008b). This has led to a recent increase in the temporal and spatial occurrence of drought
regionally and globally. More frequent and severe droughts are expected in the 21st century across many regions (Dai,
2011; Sheffield et al., 2012; Trenberth et al., 2014). However, regional variations are large. In China, for example,
changes in drought severity, duration, and frequency suggest that meteorological, agricultural, and hydrological
droughts will become more severe, prolonged, and frequent in the near future (Leng, Tang, & Rayburg, 2015).

In addition, climate change has an exacerbating role in causing droughts to become quicker, more intense, and
longer-lasting (Schwalm et al., 2017; Trenberth et al., 2014). The increased heat from global warming may not cause
droughts by itself, but when drought occurs, it may set in more quickly and intensely (Dai, 2011; Sheffield et al., 2012).
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In addition, climate change has enhanced the severity and variability of drought (Wang et al., 2018) due to global
warming, and this will greatly threaten future socio-economic development endeavors. Under climate change, human
water consumption will also intensify the hydrological drought in the future. Significant changes in hydrological
drought are due to increased temperature and potential evapotranspiration, and decrease in precipitation (Wang,
Hejazi, Cai, & Valocchi, 2011). By far, water scarcity is becoming the greatest challenge of the 21st century (United
Nations, 2018). Moreover, according to the United Nations report, about 1.8 billion people will experience water scar-
city, two-thirds of the world will face water shortages by 2025, and the demand for water is expected to have increased
by 50% in 2050 (United Nations, 2018).

In addition, the impact of climate change on intensity, frequency, and duration of droughts grows from meteorologi-
cal to agricultural to hydrological drought (Wang et al., 2011). Specifically, an increase in agricultural drought occur-
rence is predicted, whereas little change in meteorological or hydrological drought occurrences are projected (Leng
et al., 2015). Additionally, as climate change is expected to increase in the 21st century, terrestrial ecosystems will take
longer to recover after droughts (Schwalm et al., 2017). Moreover, a chronic state of incomplete recovery may occur in
the 21st century. Multi-seasonal and multi-year recovery times may become more frequent and this trend may similarly
be apparent in extreme recovery times (Schwalm et al., 2017; Trenberth et al., 2014). Moreover, global impact models
underestimate the extreme nature of impacts in multi-sectors, as future extreme climate and weather events may pre-
sent greater risks to society (Schewe et al., 2019). Understanding how well the impact models are sufficiently rep-
resenting extreme events (such as drought) on the natural and human systems are indispensable in the future. Hence,
the projected changes in drought severity and intensity in the 21st century need further investigation and management
for their magnitude and coverage. Further, documentary evidence is invaluable for a better understanding of future
droughts under the changing climate due to increased concentrations of greenhouse gases (Brázdil et al., 2018). Specific
measures should be taken by specific sectors to better mitigate the future climate change effects associated with specific
warming levels (Leng et al., 2015).

5 | DROUGHT IMPACT ON SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS AND ITS
MITIGATION

5.1 | Drought impacts on water use

Drought impacts are key to understanding societal vulnerability (Wilhite, Svoboda, & Hayes, 2007). Throughout history,
many regions and territories of the world have been affected by severe drought events. Examples of some areas vulnera-
ble to drought include the Sahelian region, the Horn of Africa, the United States, Canada, Europe, Iran, Russia, China,
India, and Australia (Spinoni, Naumann, Carrao, Barbosa, & Vogt, 2014). Drought events that occurred at various
points in history have led to societal and environmental catastrophes. Across the world, over one billion people were
affected by droughts in the period 1995–2015 (Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters and United
Nations Secretariat of the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction, 2015); meanwhile, the annual economic losses
that resulted from drought reached as much as tens of billions of US dollars (Below et al., 2007).

Drought impacts the ecosystem and society in different ways, and many of the impacts are associated with living
things and the environment (Van Loon & Laaha, 2015). When lack of water persists in the hydrological system, water
scarcity occurs in almost all economic infrastructures, and in severe cases it could limit the supply of freshwater
(Tokarczyk, 2013). Drought impacts can be witnessed in drinking water supply, irrigated agriculture, marine transpor-
tation, hydropower, industries, and recreational facilities (Sheffield et al., 2012; Stagge et al., 2015). As a result of
drought, lack of access to water, reductions in agricultural production, food, and livelihoods have been observed to hin-
der societies (Muller, 2014). Maintaining water resources whenever available has tremendous benefits to society. Hence,
monitoring and management of drought is necessary to reduce its global impacts.

Global human water use has more than doubled and affected streamflow over the past half-century (Wada, Van
Beek, Wanders, & Bierkens, 2013). Moreover, human water consumption has substantially reduced local and down-
stream streamflow and subsequently intensified the magnitude of droughts by 10–500% (Wada et al., 2013). If the
imbalance of water availability and society's demand for water exist, the impacts of drought could be severe (Sheffield
et al., 2012; Tallaksen & Van Lanen, 2004). Moreover, Wada et al. (2013) indicated that human water consumption
alone increased global hydrological drought frequency by 27%, irrigation being responsible for the intensification of
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droughts along with industrial and household consumption. Hence, accurate and timely understanding of hydrological
drought is crucial to benefit global societies.

5.2 | Drought health impact

Recently, scientists have noted that droughts can often have significant health effects, typically mediated through com-
plex environmental, economic, and social degradations (Berman et al., 2017; Vins et al., 2015). Berman et al. (2017)
examined for the first time the association between drought exposure and health and found that drought severity has a
significant effect on public health. Furthermore, when the drought became more severe, an increase of around 15% in
suicides among working-age men was observed in Australia (Hanigan, Butler, Kokic, & Hutchinson, 2012). When com-
paring areas with high and low frequencies of drought, higher mortality and cardiovascular disease risks due to drought
are observed under high frequencies of drought (Berman et al., 2017). In addition, increased amounts of airborne dust
and particulate air pollution associated with drought can exacerbate asthma, respiratory allergies, and airway disease
(Hanigan et al., 2012; Page, Morrell, & Taylor, 2002).

Rural dwellers are more sensitive to drought impacts and more likely to face distress and shock during extreme
drought events (O'Brien, Berry, Coleman, & Hanigan, 2014). Droughts increase the mental stress on farmers and farm-
ing communities as a result of the unexpected loss of livestock and crops. This situation may be linked to psychological
stresses and depression in humans that may lead the farmers to become dysfunctional (Berman et al., 2017). During
high severity, worsening drought periods, the risk of mortality was four times greater in rural than in urban areas
(Berman et al., 2017). Drought-related suicides and mental health problems were also most severe among rural
populations associated with agricultural drought (Hanigan et al., 2012). For example, about 9% of total male deaths
(aged 30–49) in rural Australia were because of suicides committed due to drought (Hanigan et al., 2012). Page et al.
(2002) also suggested an increased risk for women during drought years, due to mental health problems linked to
drought event exposure as they are more responsible for household activities. The 2003 European heatwave and
drought caused a high human death toll, mainly due to circulatory- and respiratory-related problems, due to which as
many as 70,000 excess deaths were estimated in Europe (Robine et al., 2008; Schewe et al., 2019). This was more pro-
nounced among the elderly population and vulnerable societies.

However, further investigation is needed because the links between drought and disease are not fully understood,
and the likely increased future global drought events could further aggravate the problem. Studies on the effects of
drought on human health are mainly undertaken in developed countries such as the United States (Berman et al.,
2017) and Australia (Hanigan et al., 2012; O'Brien et al., 2014). It is worth mentioning that the worst effects of drought
on public health would be in the drought-vulnerable developing countries where inadequate adaptation strategies exist.

5.3 | Impacts of drought on carbon cycle

Global terrestrial carbon sequestration offsets one-third of the world's fossil fuel emissions (Wolf et al., 2016). Terrestrial
ecosystems can also absorb 30% of anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (Humphrey et al., 2018). This sug-
gests that droughts could have widespread effects on terrestrial carbon cycling at the global scale (Frank et al., 2015).
Hence, highlighting the underlying concepts and complex impacts of drought on the land ecosystem carbon cycle has
substantial societal benefits. Studies suggest that the response of terrestrial ecosystems to drought has been challenging
in quantifying the carbon cycle (Anderegg et al., 2015; Leitold et al., 2018; Stocker et al., 2018, 2019; Yang et al., 2018).
Different studies have been conducted to understand the carbon cycle feedbacks to drought events (Anderegg et al.,
2015; Stocker et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2009). In China, Xiao et al. (2009) analyzed century-scale (1901–2002) drought
effects on terrestrial ecosystem carbon balance and demonstrated that severe long droughts had significant effects on
terrestrial carbon cycling. Yi, Pendall, and Ciais (2015) collected evidence on how drought events disturb terrestrial car-
bon dynamics and demonstrated different drought impacts that vary from season to season and from biome to biome.
According to Brando et al. (2019), droughts have been reducing forest carbon uptake and stocks by decreasing photo-
synthesis, elevating tree mortality, increasing autotrophic respiration, and promoting wildfires. These indicate that the
response of forest ecosystems to drought is increasingly important in the context of a warming climate. These effects
are typically observed in the Amazonia and Congo basin where forests are abundantly found (Brando et al., 2019). This
plays a role in supporting the efforts towards climate change mitigation across the globe.
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Drought limits plant growth and phenology, and prolonged dry periods can have far-reaching impacts on the eco-
system carbon balance and structure (Stocker et al., 2018, 2019). According to van der Molen et al. (2011), plants
respond physiologically and structurally to prevent excessive water loss and may aggravate species competition during
drought. In addition, when drought occurs, soils dry out and plants reduce photosynthesis and breathe less CO2

(Humphrey et al., 2018). As a consequence, plants' ability to capture CO2 from the atmosphere reduces. This suggests
that CO2 concentration in the atmosphere increases as drought increases. Compounded with other extreme events, the
impact of drought on the terrestrial carbon sink intensifies as the terrestrial ecosystems' carbon uptake is highly sensi-
tive to large-scale extreme climate events (Frank et al., 2015; Wolf et al., 2016). These extreme events include droughts,
heatwaves, frosts, windstorms, and fires, which may impact the functioning of terrestrial ecosystems and carbon cycling
(Frank et al., 2015; Sippel et al., 2018). For example, Wolf et al. (2016) investigated the extreme 2012 US summer
drought when a record warm spring was followed by a dry and hot summer. This demonstrated that losses in net car-
bon uptake during the summer were largely offset by carbon gains in the extremely warm spring. This suggests that the
warm spring reduced the carbon cycle dependence on timing (Sippel et al., 2018).

Different techniques are used to understand the impacts of droughts on the carbon cycle, including vapor pressure-
deficit data, soil moisture dataset, remotely sensed greenness changes, and tree-ring analysis (Anderegg et al., 2015;
Stocker et al., 2018, 2019; Xiao et al., 2009). These factors are known to strongly affect plant physiology under the con-
text of drought events. Using these techniques, different droughts were studied in response to carbon sequestration
globally. For example, the Amazon drought caused forest changes translating to millions of metric tons of annual car-
bon loss between the 2005 and 2008 drought years (Doughty et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2018). In-depth analysis of the
response of the terrestrial carbon cycle to the 2015–2016 El Niño-imposed extreme warming and dry conditions rev-
ealed a decrease in productivity, rather than an increase in respiration in response to prolonged drought conditions
(Bastos et al., 2018). This El Nino drought has increased canopy turnover in Amazon forests via reducing forest net pri-
mary productivity and increasing canopy tree mortality, thereby altering the net forest carbon balance (Leitold et al.,
2018). For instance, in the Amazon severe drought suppressed photosynthesis by 0.38 petagrams of carbon in 2010.
Moreover, the 2015–2016 El Nino Amazon drought conditions accelerated forests' canopy turnover and increased coarse
woody debris production by 62%, suggesting carbon sources (Leitold et al., 2018). This indicates the increasing fre-
quency of drought is changing the Amazon from a carbon sink into a source (Yang et al., 2018).

With increasing climate change, the intensity and frequency of droughts will likely increase (Brando et al., 2019;
Sippel et al., 2018). As a result, forests may lose their role as a robust sink of carbon, which will exacerbate potential
warming trends (Yang et al., 2018). In the Amazon, even a single season of drought can reduce CO2 absorption ability
for years to come (Yang et al., 2018). The impacts of future droughts will depend on their severity, duration, and fre-
quency, and the compound effects along with the land cover type and forest species (Frank et al., 2015).

5.4 | Drought mitigation

Drought has multifunctional dimensions. Putting mitigation measures into practice requires comprehensive knowledge
of a drought's behavior and its uncertainties. As a result, human intervention should adhere to drought mitigation.
Improvements in economic, political, and agricultural policies, at local and global scales, are needed to tackle the
impact of humans and climate in drought. There are different occasions where drought mitigation is critically valid.
For instance, developmental works in transboundary basins alter the hydrological processes of the upstream and down-
stream riparian countries. Human developmental activities such as dredging, dam construction, and hydropower gener-
ation may result in severe droughts and suppress irrigation, fishing, and navigation in river basins of the downstream
riparian countries (Stone, 2010). Dams may also aid in mitigating drought by controlling the flow of water seasonally
and benefit downstream areas by storing water in the rainy season and releasing it during the dry season (Lu & Siew,
2006). These impacts occur across different transboundary river basins, such as the Mekong river basin in Southeast
Asia. Hence, drought mitigation requires wise management and cooperation between countries and societies sharing
common transboundary river basins. An entry point for drought mitigation is to build water resilience to high water
demands. For a quicker drought recovery, alleviating food and water deficits should be given priority to prevent famine
that may arise as a consequence of drought (Schwalm et al., 2017).

Similarly, early drought monitoring is crucial in replacing the crisis-driven approach with a long-lasting, integrated,
risk-resilient approach (Muller, 2014). A holistic and coherent drought policy for reducing the risk of droughts and
meeting local needs to build resiliencies is required. This would be sounder if drought-affected countries implement a
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policy to guide and facilitate coordination between partners and governments, from national to local levels. Protecting
livelihoods from drought shocks and risks should also be a core principle, along with empowering and developing the
people from future drought cycles. It is important to target regular drought-prone areas and potential development
zones for coping and adapting to the drought. This will help to direct efforts towards coordinated works between the
respective agents in reducing drought-induced risks and vulnerabilities, and significantly weakening adverse drought
events and shocks. It is also believed that the public health problems associated with drought events should also receive
great attention in the efforts towards drought monitoring and management capabilities. More studies are needed to
explore different strategies to address potential droughts in the future.

Drought impact alleviation depends on mitigating and coping with droughts. Designing active responses to droughts
is more important than reactive, and the active responses should be based on risk management, rather than crisis man-
agement (Sivakumar et al., 2014; Tadesse, Haile, Senay, Wardlow, & Knutson, 2008). Drought mitigation is useful for
effective drought monitoring systems and management and needs to move from a reactive approach to a proactive
approach (Rossi, 2000).

Drought mitigation depends on understanding how hydro-meteorological variabilities in water resource systems
relate, and how the information derived from individual drought parameters is utilized for drought mitigation (Pozzi
et al., 2013). In addition, drought predictions using different data sources such as from in situ or satellite products are
vital for society via drought mitigation. For instance, the use of hydrological models enables satellite data to be used for
drought forecasting (Mwangi, Wetterhall, Dutra, Di Giuseppe, & Pappenberger, 2014; Sheffield et al., 2014), and this is
important for earlier drought warnings (Funk, 2009). Additionally, remote sensing satellite products used for drought
forecasting support humanitarian aid organizations (Anderson et al., 2012; Shukla, McNally, Husak, & Funk, 2014).
Hence, for efficient drought mitigation measures, relevant policies for drought mitigation are important.

5.5 | Drought recovery

Drought recovery generally focuses on precipitation that ends the drought by alleviating the water deficit for effective
ecosystem functioning (Banerjee, Bark, Connor, & Crossman, 2013; DeChant & Moradkhani, 2015; Pan, Yuan, &
Wood, 2013). When an ecosystem returns to its pre-drought level, one would say that drought recovery has occurred.
Drought recovery is a function of the initial drought intensity, recovery time (the time at which the drought area is
expected to recover), and recovery rate (the speed at which the region rebounds from drought) (DeChant & Mor-
adkhani, 2015; Schwalm et al., 2017).

Drought recovery time indicates how long an ecosystem requires to revert to its pre-drought functional state
(Schwalm et al., 2017). It is tracked starting from the first post-drought month for a region under drought. Recovery
time is critical for ecosystem functions and resilience (Banerjee et al., 2013; DeChant & Moradkhani, 2015). Hence,
across diverse ecosystems, drought recovery times are strongly associated with climate, carbon cycle dynamics, biodi-
versity, and CO2 fertilization (Schwalm et al., 2017). However, drought recovery time has become a subject of contradic-
tory conclusions recently. Schwalm et al. (2017) have reported the drought recovery time to be the longest in the tropics
and high northern latitudes suggesting it could last for more than 12 months to recover to its pre-drought condition.
Thus, Schwalm et al. (2017) have concluded that spatiotemporal patterns of drought recovery are evident linked to spa-
tial gradients in productive potential. On the contrary, Yu et al. (2017) found an opposing pattern suggesting the
drought recovery time is shortest in the tropics and high northern latitudes lasting for less than 4 months to recover to
its pre-drought condition. Following this controversy, a revisiting assessment on the drought recovery time was made
by Liu et al. (2019) to understand the underlying reasons. Liu et al. (2019) found that the study time frame employed,
methods used for drought identification, the definitions used in detecting the recovery level and consideration of non-
impactful droughts (droughts that did not show ecosystem production reduction) are main contributing factors that
lead to a strong bias in understanding the drought recovery time. Furthermore, Liu et al. (2019) indicated that the
drought recovery time is longest in some tropical regions but not in high northern latitudes.

Additionally, drought recovery depends on the rate at which deficits from the initial conditions are reduced/mini-
mized. Recovery rate indicates the speed at which a specific drought event returns to its normal conditions. The rate of
drought recovery appears to be more related to the specific drought-affected location than drought intensity. The initial
drought intensity is related to drought events and the severity of their impact over a specific region. Similarly, drought
recovery time is directly related to drought intensity; that is, as intensity increases recovery time increases (DeChant &
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Moradkhani, 2015). Generally, longer and more severe droughts are associated with longer recovery times (Schwalm
et al., 2017).

Drought recovery also depends on plant ability to respond to drought. According to Anderegg et al. (2015), during
post-drought events forests are less able to act as a sink for carbon as they exhibit a drought “legacy effect” with
1–4 years of reduced growth. In addition, ecosystem responses can exceed the duration of the climate impacts, as del-
ayed effects on the carbon cycle persist due to drought (Frank et al., 2015). For instance, a post-drought decline in car-
bon sinking ability is observed in Amazonia (Yang et al., 2018) due to the shifting of carbon from the roots towards the
canopy (Doughty et al., 2015). Hence, incorporating forest legacy effects into climate–carbon cycle models are impor-
tant for capturing the effects of drought in carbon cycling (Anderegg et al., 2015; van der Molen et al., 2011). Further-
more, in the human-modified world, the increased influence of anthropogenic activities is affecting drought
termination phases (Margariti et al., 2019). Human activities including water abstractions, reservoirs, and water trans-
fers are affecting the duration, rate, and recovery time of drought events (Margariti et al., 2019; Schwalm et al., 2017).
Hence, drought recovery forecasting is important for improving drought management decisions in the Anthropocene.

For assessing drought recovery, a probabilistic framework developed by Pan et al. (2013) was helpful in identifying
the cumulative precipitation needed for recovery and its associated uncertainties. The recovery process is controlled by
several factors, such as the initial moisture condition, the amount and timing of precipitation, and the temperature
(DeChant & Moradkhani, 2015; Pan et al., 2013). As a result, drought recovery forecasts (recovery time and rate) are
highly sensitive to initial conditions. Knowing how much cumulative precipitation is most likely needed for a region in
drought to recover is by far the most vital information during drought forecasts. However, the temporal variability of
precipitation and other initial factors can result in significant uncertainty during drought forecasting. This uncertainty
is associated with drought recovery for different locations, recovery times, and captures using conditional probabilities
via a joint distribution model (Pan et al., 2013).

6 | CONCLUSION

Drought is the furthest-reaching of all-natural disasters on Earth in hindering societies and the environment. In the
human-modified world, scientific understanding of drought has continuously increased with recent global develop-
ments regarding recurrent drought events. This review provides an overview of the various characteristics of drought
from different perspectives, focusing on progress in recent years. The various definitions and concepts of drought, and
the drought types categorized on the basis of various drought indicators, including the newly developed, are reviewed
and highlighted. A number of drought indices and indicators, characterization and forecasting, drought recovery,
impacts, and recovery are presented.

The intensity, severity, duration, and geographic extent of drought are likely to increase in the 21st century
(Seneviratne et al., 2012). The tendency shows that currently non-drought geographical areas will face more frequent
exposure, leading to a greater risk of adverse drought-related problems to the vulnerable people. These drought impacts
include public health problems as a consequence of drought (Berman et al., 2017). An in-depth investigation of direct
and indirect drought impacts is needed to capture the drought effects from different dimensions. This would be impor-
tant for policymakers and implementers when designing plans for drought forecasting, preparedness, and early
warning.

Drought is a slowly developing phenomenon over a long duration, and its root cause is still not fully understood;
whether it is periodic in nature, due to the impact of climate change, or due to growing water demand is far from con-
clusive. Moreover, the real effect of climate change on drought occurrence has not been well investigated regionally or
globally. Extended efforts are needed in investigating and forecasting possible drought events in the future. Hence,
focusing on drought hydrology is believed to offer solutions to drought-vulnerable people worldwide. Drought forecast-
ing, early warning, mitigations, resilience, and recovery should be at the forefront of consideration in drought hydrol-
ogy studies and implementations. This could bring environmental and societal changes as a result of drought
monitoring and alleviation. Future research may benefit from the use of a more holistic framework to systematically
investigate how combinations of and interactions between various factors influence drought.
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